Use of explicit criteria for total hip joint replacement fixation techniques.
We developed a tool to judge the appropriateness of indications and fixation mechanisms for total hip joint replacement (THJR) and applied it to a sample of patients. Criteria were developed using a modified Delphi panel judgment process, following the RAND methodology (RAM). We recruited, during 1 year, patients with a diagnosis of osteoarthritis undergoing THJR in five public hospitals. The appropriateness of the THJR intervention and the fixation mechanism was judged by the explicit criteria developed by a panel of experts. Of the 216 scenarios scored by the panel for the use of each of three fixation mechanisms, the cemented fixation was considered inappropriate in 69.5%, versus just 33.3% for the non cemented. Of those scenarios considered appropriate, the most appropriate mechanism of fixation was considered to be non cemented (74.4%), while cemented (17.8%) and hybrid (7.8%) scenarios were scored as appropriate less often. The previous explicit criteria were applied to 583 real patients. After evaluation of the interventions, 30% of the fixation mechanisms used were considered appropriate, while 21.8% inappropriate. Appropriate use of fixation mechanisms varied among hospitals. RAM can provide explicit criteria to help in clinical decision making and evaluating indications for a THJR intervention. Nevertheless, in the case of the appropriateness of fixation mechanisms, due to the lack of evidence, the panel criteria were biased towards the non cemented technique, which had important implications for the evaluation of some hospitals.